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“ And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment: ”

[ Hebrews 9:27 ]

“ But I would not have you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning them which are asleep,
that ye sorrow not, even as others which have no hope. For if we believe that Jesus died

and rose again, even so them also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with Him.”
[ 1st Thessalonians 4:13-14 ]
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 T a b l e o f C o n t e n t s 

Death’s Dark Door - What Happens After Death?
============================  ============================

CHAPTER 1 What Happens When People Die? “ If a man die, shall he live
again? All the days of my appointed time will I wait, til my change come.” ( Job 14:14 )
Though perhaps being the most Enigmatic Question of all time, It has a Clear and Comforting
Biblical Answer! Page 1

CHAPTER 2 What Ancient Jews Understood About Death. We should
all Realize that the Hebrew Peoples of the First Century held a very different view of the State-of-the-
Dead than do More Modern Societies. When we interpret Their Scriptures in light of our Main-Stream
Religious perspectives we can Seriously Misconstrue the real intent of those passages! Page 11

CHAPTER 3 The Thief on the Cross One Simple Sentence is often cited which has
Interjected Profound Considerations into Christian Main-Stream Theological Processes. What Does
Christ’s Seemingly Straightforward Assurance Actually Indicate? Page 17

CHAPTER 4 Lazarus and the Rich Man The narrative regarding the contrast
between the Spiritual Conditions of these two individuals is an Enigma among certain religious
denominations and a springboard to conclusions among others. What is the real message being
presented here? Does it describe being conscious in an ever-burning Hell? Page 19

CHAPTER 5 Absent From the Body AND Present With the LORD!
A Well Known Passage in Second Corinthians 5 Has Become almost a Cliché for Those Who
Anticipate Being Taken To Heaven After This Life is Over. What Does This Potent Passage
Actually Establish?
Page 23

CHAPTER 6 Heaven & Hell or a REAL Future? Among the Most
Prevalent Subjects in all of Christianity, the Eternal Destiny of the Human Soul occupies First
Place in Interest of Believers. Why are Churches so Adamant on a Subject where Scriptures are
so Unclear? Pg. 26

CHAPTER 7 The OTHER Five Virgins Matthew 25 Presents a Wedding
Scenario that has long been Understood in the Context of JUST a person being Saved or Lost.
Actually, there is More to this Message than meets the Casual Eye. What REAL Point is Jesus
Making?
Page 35

CHAPTER 8 Biblical Predestination The Protestant Reformation brought
forward many Novel Interpretations. None had a more Severe, and Discouraging effect on
Evangelical Theology than the Commonly Taught Understanding of the long misunderstood
subject of Predestination!
Page 38

CHAPTER 9 The Fire of HELL The Prevailing Opinion in the Christian World
is that anyone Unsaved Should Anticipate Spending Eternity, Fully Conscious, Tormented, in
an Ever-Burning HELL ! Is That Perception TRUE?
Page 42
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 F O R E W O R D 

If there is a central issue in the Christian Religion, or for that matter ANY religion, is
there one more relevant and essential than the question of what happens to us after
we reach the end of our lifetime? Most religious teachings focus a great deal on this
issue, not only on the matter of death, but what takes place after we die. Ones’
eternal destiny preoccupies most worshippers and always has. Even the pagan world
considered the matter enormously important, developing elaborate theories as to
what a person might expect in ‘the great beyond’.

Then we have the matter of ones’ religious persuasion being factored into their
destiny, and, more than just that, a person’s conduct in life, whether the person was
righteous, or wicked, or even just plain disinterested!

It is the rare thinking religious person who hasn’t, at some point in his churchgoing
lifetime, struggled with the question of whether or not he or she understands the full
truth regarding the all-important subject of what happens after we die. Much of that
involves concern for loved ones who have not met the standards regarded as so
necessary for salvation.

Then again, there is that contingent of worshipper who accepts what they were told
from childhood, never bothering to consider the all-important questions.

This booklet is intended to acquaint sincere believers with information not usually
discussed in established church denominations. Is it a verifiable fact that we go
SOMEWHERE after we die, and if so, WHERE?

The Bible is not silent on this matter. Yet, most religions completely lay aside what it
does reveal, particularly those insightful passages that don’t compare favorably with
their preferred teachings. In this booklet, we’ll consider many of those passages,
especially those which are commonly used attempting to support the prevailing after-
life belief system.

Prepare yourself for some pleasant surprises.

What is most unfortunate in the prevailing belief system is the necessary rejection of
many fundamental Biblical teachings, such as the essential multiple resurrections of
the dead, the millennial Kingdom of God on earth and the regenerative aspect of
salvation in which mortal humans can be made immortal, changed from flesh to spirit
and brought into the very Family of God! It isn’t only a matter of where our deceased
remains spend endless eternity, but what we can become after our all-important
resurrection to Eternal Life and how we can be used in the coming age to rule with
Christ to provide the same opportunity to the rest, as it is God’s PLAN that the
opportunity for salvation be extended to all. (Not that all will necessarily avail
themselves of it.) This perhaps is the greater oversight on the part of religion in
general.

The many FREE booklets listed on pages 47 and 48 will further explain these under-
explained Biblical teachings. Rich
Traver


